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Syllabus

Course Overview

Welcome to your Capella University online course, IT4747 - C# Programming and Application
Development.

This course introduces you to the core features of the C# programming language. C# is an object-oriented
programming language that leverages Microsoft's .NET framework and libraries. You will develop C# programs
using Visual Studio that run as desktop and web applications. You will also learn to use files and SQL Server
databases as data sources.

Kaltura Media

In this course, you will be required to create a presentation using Kaltura Media or similar software. Refer to
Using Kaltura [PDF] for more information about this courseroom tool.

Note: If you require the use of assistive technology or alternative communication methods to participate in these
activities, please contact DisabilityServices@Capella.edu to request accommodations.

VitalSource Bookshelf

This course offers e-books through the VitalSource Bookshelf. A link to your Bookshelf is provided in the left
Course Tools menu. More information about your e-books can be found in the Unit 1 studies.

Technology Resources

Capella offers tutorials, labs, or a virtual desktop as part of this course. These resources offer software or
guided practice in performing tasks related to achieving course competencies and completing assessments. If
you require the use of assistive technology or alternative communication methods to participate in these
activities, please contact DisabilityServices@Capella.edu to request accommodations.

Course Competencies

To successfully complete this course, you will be expected to:

Preview: IT4747 : C# Programming and Application Development

http://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=3461
https://atlas.capella.edu/DisabilityServices@Capella.edu
https://atlas.capella.edu/DisabilityServices@Capella.edu
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Course Prerequisites

IT3349.

Apply core syntax and language constructs of C# to develop applications.1

Implement the object-oriented structures and elements of a typical desktop application.2

Integrate a persistent data source(s) in a desktop or web application.3

Convert a C# desktop application to a C#.NET web application.4

Apply basic secure programming principles to C# desktop and web applications.5

Justify design decisions.6
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Syllabus  Course Materials

Required

The materials listed below are required to complete the learning activities in this course.

Integrated Materials

Many of your required books are available via the VitalSource Bookshelf link in the courseroom, located in your
Course Tools. Registered learners in a Resource Kit program can access these materials using the courseroom
link on the Friday before the course start date. Some materials are available only in hard-copy format or by using
an access code. For these materials, you will receive an email with further instructions for access. Visit the
Course Materials page on Campus for more information.

Book

Deitel, P. J., & Deitel, H. M. (2017). Visual C#: How to program (6th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson. ISBN:
9780134601540

Hardware

Capella University requires learners to meet certain minimum computer requirements. The following
hardware may go beyond those minimums and is required to complete learning activities in this course.
Note: If you already have the following hardware, you do not need to purchase it. Visit the Course
Materials page on Campus for more information.
Kaltura Media - Required Headset

Headset with microphone

Miscellaneous Item

https://campus.capella.edu/course-materials/home
http://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=1623
http://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=1623
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Pearson (2017). Companion web site for Visual C# How to program (6th ed.) [Access code]. Boston, MA:
Author. ISBN: 9780134602257.

Library

The following required readings are provided in the Capella University Library or linked directly in this course. To
find specific readings by journal or book title, use Journal and Book Locator. Refer to the Journal and Book
Locator library guide to learn how to use this tool.

Dewson, R. (2015). Beginning SQL server for developers (4th ed.). New York, NY: Apress.
Dooley, J. F. (2017). Software development, design and coding: With patterns, debugging, unit testing,
and refactoring. New York, NY: Apress.
Nagel, C., Glynn, J., & Skinner, M. (2014). Professional C# 5.0 and .NET 4.5.1. Indianapolis, IN: John
Wiley & Sons.
Perkins, B., Hammer, J. V., & Reid, J. D. (2018). Beginning C# 7 programming with Visual Studio 2017.
Indianapolis, IN: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
Spaanjaars, I. (2014). Beginning ASP.NET 4.5.1: in C# and VB. Indianapolis, IN: John Wiley & Sons.
Troelsen, A., & Japikse, P. (2017). Pro C# 7: With .NET and .NET Core. New York, NY: Apress.

External Resource

Please note that URLs change frequently. While the URLs were current when this course was designed, some
may no longer be valid. If you cannot access a specific link, contact your instructor for an alternative URL.
Permissions for the following links have been either granted or deemed appropriate for educational use at the
time of course publication.

Berntson, C. (2017). Reduce bad code with code reviews.  Retrieved from
http://www.dotnetcurry.com/software-gardening/1351/types-of-code-review-benefits
Hameed, M. (2016). Code review checklist and guidelines for C# developers. Retrieved from
https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/593751/Code-Review-Checklist-and-Guidelines-for-Csharp-De
Microsoft (2017). Security considerations (Entity Framework). Retrieved from
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/framework/data/adonet/ef/security-considerations
Microsoft (n.d.). Walkthrough: Managing web site users with roles. Retrieved from
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/t32yf0a9.aspx
Microsoft (2015). Iteration statements (C# reference). Retrieved from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/dotnet/csharp/language-reference/keywords/iteration-statements
Microsoft (2016). Run unit tests with Test Explorer. Retrieved from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/visualstudio/test/run-unit-tests-with-test-explorer
Microsoft (2017). Code access security and ADO.NET. Retrieved from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/dotnet/framework/data/adonet/code-access-security
Microsoft (2017). Get started with unit testing. Retrieved from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/visualstudio/test/getting-started-with-unit-testing
Microsoft (n.d.). ASP.NET web application security. Retrieved from https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/330a99hc(v=vs.100).aspx

http://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=1678
http://capellauniversity.libguides.com/journalbooklocator
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_book:78465
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_book:137913
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_book:62585
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_book:139146
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_book:62582
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_book:137918
http://www.dotnetcurry.com/software-gardening/1351/types-of-code-review-benefits
https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/593751/Code-Review-Checklist-and-Guidelines-for-Csharp-De
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/framework/data/adonet/ef/security-considerations
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/t32yf0a9.aspx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/csharp/language-reference/keywords/iteration-statements
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/visualstudio/test/run-unit-tests-with-test-explorer
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/framework/data/adonet/code-access-security
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/visualstudio/test/getting-started-with-unit-testing
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/330a99hc(v=vs.100).aspx
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Suggested

The following materials are recommended to provide you with a better understanding of the topics in this course.
These materials are not required to complete the course, but they are aligned to course activities and
assessments and are highly recommended for your use.

Optional

The following optional materials are offered to provide you with a better understanding of the topics in this
course. These materials are not required to complete the course.

Integrated Materials

Hardware

Capella University requires learners to meet certain minimum computer requirements. The following
hardware may go beyond those minimums and is required to complete learning activities in this course.
Note: If you already have the following hardware, you do not need to purchase it. Visit the Course
Materials page on Campus for more information.
Kaltura Media - Optional Webcam
1. External or built-in webcam

Library

The following optional readings may be available in the Capella University Library. To find specific readings by
journal or book title, use Journal and Book Locator. Refer to the Journal and Book Locator library guide to learn
how to use this tool. If the full text is not available, you may be able to request a copy through the Interlibrary Loan
service.

Campbell, J. (2014). Software Development Fundamentals – Creating a Class in C# [Video]. Skillsoft
Ireland.
Skillsoft. (n.d.). Defensive Coding for C# [Tutorial].
Skillsoft. (n.d.). Defensive Coding Fundamentals for C# [Tutorial].

External Resource

Please note that URLs change frequently. While the URLs were current when this course was designed, some
may no longer be valid. If you cannot access a specific link, contact your instructor for an alternative URL.
Permissions for the following links have been either granted or deemed appropriate for educational use at the
time of course publication.

http://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=1623
http://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=1623
http://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=1678
http://capellauniversity.libguides.com/journalbooklocator
http://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=1676
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_video:65090
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=sd_dpcs_a02_it_enus
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=sd_dpcs_a01_it_enus
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Unit 1   Object Oriented Programming in C#

u01s1 - Software Preparation and Technology Access

Microsoft (n.d.). Create a Windows Forms Application project. Retrieved from
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd492132.aspx
Pearson. (n.d.). Pearson Support. Retrieved from https://support.pearson.com/getsupport/s/

Introduction

This course in programming in C# begins with an introduction to the basic syntax of the language. You will see
that there are many aspects of C# that look familiar based on your previous experience with with programming
languages such as Java and C++.

You will also learn about implementing basic object-oriented designs in C# and getting started with Microsoft's
.NET programming libraries.

In this unit, and all other units in this course, you will use Visual Studio to develop your Java applications. As part
of this unit, you will set up your Visual Studio development environment so that you can use it for completing your
assignments.

Learning Activities

In this course, you will be using software and technology that is needed to complete designated activities and
assignments. There is no additional cost for this software and technology. Some software packages will be
made available to you at no additional cost through Capella's subscription with Microsoft, while other software
packages are available for free download through open-source licensing.

Capella University requires learners to meet certain minimum computer requirements. Please note that some
software required for a course may exceed these minimum requirements. Check the requirements for the
software you may need to download and install to make sure it will work on your device. Most software will
require a Windows PC. If you use a Mac, refer to Installing a Virtual Environment and Windows on a Mac.

The software and technologies below are strongly recommended to support you in completing the course
objectives. If you have access to other tools that you believe may still meet the requirements of this course,
please discuss your selected alternatives with your instructor.

If you use assistive technology or any alternative communication methods to access course content, please
contact DisabilityServices@Capella.edu with any access-related questions or to request accommodations.

For this course, follow the instructions provided through the links below to download and install software or
register for an account, as required.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd492132.aspx
https://support.pearson.com/getsupport/s/
https://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=1623
http://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=4540
https://atlas.capella.edu/DisabilityServices@Capella.edu
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Microsoft Software

1. If you have a Capella MS Imagine account, go to Step 2. Otherwise, see the instructions for registering an
account at MS Imagine ‒ Registration.

2. Log into the Capella Microsoft Imagine WebStore.
3. Identify the versions of Visual Studio Enterprise and SQL Server that are compatible with your operating

system.
4. Download and install.

Accessing the Web Chapters for Visual C#: How to program

To access web chapters associated with the textbook, sign in to Pearson's Companion Web Site to Visual C#:
How to program.

To use an existing account, enter your username and password and click Sign In to access web chapters and
appendices using the access code from the Capella Bookstore.

If you do not have an account, click on Register and follow these steps:

1. Click the I Accept button for a standard License Agreement and Privacy Policy.
2. Under "Do you have a Pearson Education account?" click No.
3. In the Login Name box, enter your Capella email address as a login name.
4. Create a password. This password is different from other Capella accounts, so write it down for safekeeping.
5. Under Access Code, enter the access code you received from the Capella Bookstore, and click Next.
6. Enter Account information and School Location and click Next.
7. Review the Confirmation & Summary page.
8. Under "You now have access to..." click Log In Now to access the web chapters and appendices assigned

in this course.

For support, go to the Pearson Support website.

Multimedia

You may view the following walkthrough to help you understand the process for installing your software: 

Installing Visual Studio 2017 Walkthrough.

Note: As a Capella learner, you have access to IT online resources through Capella's Skillsoft subscription,
where you can find helpful materials.

https://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=4541
https://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=4545
https://media.pearsoncmg.com/ph/esm/ecs_deitel_viscshp_6/cw/login/sign-in.php?dest=https://media.pearsoncmg.com/ph/esm/ecs_deitel_viscshp_6/cw/index.php
https://support.pearson.com/getsupport/s/
http://media.capella.edu/CourseMedia/it4747element19263/wrapper.asp
http://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=2019
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u01s3 - Using Kaltura

Readings

In Visual C#: How to Program read the following:

Chapter 1, "Introduction to Computers, the Internet and Visual C#," pages 2–27.
Chapter 2, "Introduction to Visual Studio and Visual Programming," pages 34–57.
Chapter 3, "Introduction to C# App Programming," pages 66–98.
Chapter 4, "Introduction to Classes, Objects, Methods and Strings," pages 107–133.

Use the Internet to read:

Microsoft (2015). Iteration Statements (C# Reference). Retrieved from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/dotnet/csharp/language-reference/keywords/iteration-statements

Review pages on "for," "foreach, in," and "while."

Optional Skillsoft Video

Campbell, J. (2014). Software Development Fundamentals – Creating a Class in C# [Video]. (5 minutes).
Skillsoft Ireland.

u01s2 - Learning Components

Identify a well-defined and properly structured C# class.
Describe well-formed and properly structured syntax in a C# console program.
Describe arrays.
Describe loops.

In preparation for the walkthrough and code review in Unit 10, complete the following:

If you have not already done so, set up and test your microphone, using the installation instructions
provided by the manufacturer.
Practice to ensure the audio quality is sufficient.
Refer to the Using Kaltura [PDF] tutorial for directions on recording and uploading your screen captures in
the courseroom.

Note: If you require the use of assistive technology or alternative communication methods to participate in this
activity, please contact DisabilityServices@Capella.edu to request accommodations.

Course Resources

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/csharp/language-reference/keywords/iteration-statements
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_video:65090
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/main.action#summary/VIDEOS/RW$155612:_ss_video:65090
http://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=3461
mailto:disabilityservices@capella.edu
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u01a1 - Basic Object-Oriented Design in C#

Assignment Overview

In this assignment, you will get your first hands-on experience with Visual Studio and use basic aspects of
object-oriented programming that should be familiar to you to create a Course class in C# that will encapsulate
basic information about a course.

Assignment Instructions

1. Start a new project in Visual Studio 2017. In the New Project dialog box, look for the C# templates under
Other languages. Under C#, select Windows Classic Desktop and then choose Console App (.NET
Framework). Name the project CourseRegistration_Console_u01a1.

2. Add a class to the project called Course. This class should encapsulate the following data about a course
(using appropriate data types):

Course number.
Course title.
Credits.
Length of course in weeks.

3. In the console application, create an array of at least 3 Course objects with corresponding information about
each course. It is fine to use hard-coded data; user input is not required.

4. Use an appropriate loop to iterate over the array of Course objects and print out a listing of the courses,
including the course number, course title, credits, and length of course in weeks. The program should format
the output to be consistent and readable.

5. The source code should be documented with comments and properly indented.
6. Zip up the complete Visual Studio project for this program and submit it as an attachment for the assignment.

Assignment Requirements

Be sure that:

Your program is a syntactically correct, well documented C# console application that compiles and runs
without warnings or errors.

Kaltura Media - Optional Webcam
1. External or built-in webcam

Kaltura Media - Required Headset
1. Headset with microphone
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u01d1 - Designing a C# Course Class

Unit 2   Reading File Data and Exception Handling

Your program produces appropriate output in the terminal window that is consistently formatted and
readable.
Your program includes a properly designed C# class to encapsulate course data.
Your program uses an array of Course objects with data for at least 3 courses.
Your program uses an appropriate loop to cycle through the array and display the list of courses.

As part of the assignment for this unit, you need to design a class called Course to hold relevant data about a
course, including:

Course number.
Course title.
Credits.
Length of course in weeks.

Use this discussion to develop a draft of your Course class. What types of instance variables will you use for
your class's attributes and what methods will the class include? Explain your choices.

Like Java, C# is an object-oriented language that has its structural and syntactic roots in C/C++. Based on your
experience with Java, how does your C# class design compare to an equivalent class in Java?

Response Guidelines

Make a substantive response to at least one of your classmates' posts by Sunday evening. Be sure to provide
specific feedback, suggestions, or relevant questions on other's drafts.

Course Resources

u01d1 - Learning Components

Identify a well-defined and properly structured C# class.

Introduction

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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u02s1 - List Collections & Working with Files

u02a1 - Reading and Writing Data Files

Throughout this course you will use C# programming constructs to read from different data sources. In this unit,
the program for the assignment will give you experience with reading text data from a file.

Learning Activities

Readings

In Visual C#: How to Program read the following:

Chapter 8, "Arrays; Introduction to Exception Handling," pages 300–349.
Chapter 9 (sections 9.4–9.6), "Introduction to LINQ and the List Collection," pages 381–389.
Chapter 13, "Exception Handling: A Deeper Look," pages 507–537.
Chapter 17, "Files and Streams," pages 700–736.

Optional Tutorials

Skillsoft. (n.d.). Defensive Coding Fundamentals for C# [Tutorial].
The following sections of the course are relevant:

Introduction to Defensive Programming (21 minutes).
Defensive Programming Techniques (22 minutes).

Skillsoft. (n.d.). Defensive Coding for C# [Tutorial].
The following sections of the course are relevant:

Risks in C# Applications (13 minutes).
Defending Against Attacks (24 minutes).

u02s1 - Learning Components

Explain appropriate exception handling.
Describe validation rules for user input.
Identify code that reads data from a text file.
Describe a C# List collection.

Assignment Overview

https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=sd_dpcs_a01_it_enus
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=sd_dpcs_a01_it_enus
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=sd_dpcs_a02_it_enus
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In the previous assignment, you wrote a program using a Course class and hard-coded data to create a listing of
available courses. This assignment provides part of the code for a simple registration application, but instead of
using hard-coded data, it will read the course information from a text file. The program will enforce some basic
registration rules and write the user's selections to a file.

Assignment Instructions

1. Download the file cf_u02a1_Registration_File.ZIP from the Resources. Unzip this file and open the solution it
contains in Visual Studio. You may wish to delete or rename the original ZIP file to avoid confusion with the
ZIP file holding your completed work.

2. Study the code provided in the project to understand what it does and how it works. Pay particular attention to
the comments in the source code. As you write code in the steps below, be sure to document it
appropriately with comments.

3. Complete the code for the readDataFromFile() method so that it reads the text data from the course.data.txt
file provided in the solution and creates a List collection of courses available for registration. Be sure to
include appropriate exception handling.

4. Complete the code for the static ValidateRegistration() method in the RegistrationValidator class so that it
enforces the following registration rules:

The user may only select from the list of courses.
The user may not register for the same course twice.
The user may not register for more than 9 credits.

5. Complete the code for the writeRegistrationToFile() method so that course number, course title and credits for
each valid registration are written (1 course per line) to a file called registered.courses.txt. You should
include appropriate exception handling.

6. Zip the modified Visual Studio solution and submit it as an attachment for this assignment.

Assignment Requirements

Be sure that your program:

Is a syntactically correct, well documented C# console application that compiles and runs without warnings
or errors.
Reads course data from the course.data.txt file with appropriate exception handling.
Parses the data from the text file correctly.
Creates a List collection of available courses for display and selection.
Writes valid registrations to the registered.courses.txt file with appropriate exception handling.

Course Resources

cf_u02a1_Registration_File.ZIP
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u02d1 - Designing a RegistrationValidator Class

Unit 3   Unit Testing and Debugging Using Visual Studio

For the assignment for this unit, you need to implement validation rules for the user's registration attempt. The
static method in the RegistrationValidator class is responsible for carrying out the validation.

Discuss an initial design for this method and explain your approach. As the assignment instructions specify, the
validation method needs to enforce the following rules:

The user may only select from the list of courses.
The user may not register for the same course twice.
The user may not register for more than 9 credits.

Response Guidelines

Make a substantive response to at least one of your classmates' posts by Sunday evening. Be sure to provide
specific feedback, suggestions, or ask relevant questions.

Course Resources

u02d1 - Learning Components

Describe well-formed and properly structured syntax in a C# console program.
Describe validation rules for user input.

Introduction

This unit introduces you to important techniques for testing and debugging code. Unit testing is a lightweight
testing framework that allows developers to run a set of tests to verify that individual methods work as expected.
The advantage of unit testing is that these tests are quick and easy to run. Unit testing is at the core of test-driven
development.

You will also get hands-on experience working with some of the debugging tools available in Visual Studio.

Learning Activities

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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u03s1 - Unit Testing and Debugging Using Visual Studio

u03a1 - Unit Testing and Debugging C# Code in Visual Studio

Readings

From the Companion Web Site to Visual C#: How to program, read the following Web Chapter:

Appendix G, "Using Visual Studio Debugger," pp. G_1–G_14.
If you need help accessing the Web Chapter, refer back to the instructions in u01s1.

Use the internet to read the following:

The following resources provide an introduction to creating and running unit tests in Visual Studio.

Microsoft (2017). Get started with unit testing. Retrieved from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/visualstudio/test/getting-started-with-unit-testing
Microsoft (2016). Run unit tests with Test Explorer. Retrieved from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/visualstudio/test/run-unit-tests-with-test-explorer

Skillsoft EBooks:

Dooley, John F. (2017). Software development, design and coding: With patterns, debugging, unit
testing, and refactoring. New York, NY: Apress.

 Chapter 16, "Unit Testing," pp. 253–269.
The brief example code uses JUnit and Java, but the principles for writing tests are the same.

Perkins, B., Hammer, J. V., & Reid, J. D. (2018). Beginning C# 7 Programming with Visual Studio 2017.
Indianapolis, IN: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

Chapter 7, "Debugging and Error Handling." pages 149–176.

u03s1 - Learning Components

Describe methods in a C# class.
Describe well-formed and properly structured syntax in a C# console program.
Explain how to use unit tests in Visual Studio.
Identify unit test results.
Describe debugging tools in Visual Studio.
Explain the debugging process.
Write code for methods in a class.

Assignment Overview

https://media.pearsoncmg.com/ph/esm/ecs_deitel_viscshp_6/cw/login/sign-in.php?dest=https://media.pearsoncmg.com/ph/esm/ecs_deitel_viscshp_6/cw/index.php
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/visualstudio/test/getting-started-with-unit-testing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/visualstudio/test/run-unit-tests-with-test-explorer
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/main.action?path=summary/BOOKS/137913
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_book:139146
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In this assignment, you will gain experience using lightweight unit tests and other Visual Studio debugging tools
to complete the code for a C# console application using a basic form of test-driven development.

The application is a relatively simple pay calculator that asks the user to enter the hourly rate of a pay for an
employee and then to enter the hours worked for each week in the 4-week pay period. The program then
calculates the gross pay for the pay period, the tax, and the net pay. Here are the business rules for these
calculations:

Any hours in a week over 40 are counted as overtime and paid at time and half.
The first $800.00 of gross pay is taxed at 15%, and any gross pay over $800.00 is taxed at 20%.
The net pay equals the gross pay minus the taxes.

Assignment Instructions

1. Download the file cf_u03a1_Unit_Testing.ZIP from the Resources.
2. Extract the PayCalculator solution from the ZIP file and open it in Visual Studio. After opening it, you will see

that the solution consists of 2 projects: PayCalculator and PayCalculatorTest.
3. The PayCalculatorTest project contains the unit tests that will guide and test the completion of the code for the

following methods in the PayCalculator project:
GetGrossPay()
GetTax()
GetNetPay()
ToString()

4. Start the coding by completing the unit test methods. Double check the arithmetic used in the test methods to
confirm the accuracy of the results.

5. Before writing the code for the PayCalculator methods, run the unit tests in the test project and confirm that
they all fail.

6. Complete the code for the methods in PayCalculator one at a time. After finishing each method, rerun the unit
tests to confirm that the method produces correct results. Use the Visual Studio debugger to track down
and correct problems. Document your progress with at least 8 screenshots pasted into a Word document.

7. Zip the completed Visual Studio solution (containing the PayCalculator and PayCalculatorTest project).
Submit the zipped Visual Studio solution and the Word document with the screenshots.

Assignment Requirements

Ensure that your completed program does the following:

Write a syntactically correct C# console program that compiles and runs without warnings or errors.
Complete the code for the unit tests in the PayCalculatorTest project to confirm that the methods in
PayCalculator produce correct results.
Code the methods in the PayCalculator guided by the results of the unit tests and Visual Studio debugging
tools.
Submit the following:

8 screenshots pasted into a Word document.
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u03d1 - Simple Example of Test Driven Development with Unit Tests

ZIP file of the completed Visual Studio solution.

Course Resources

In this discussion, you will be writing about your experience with running a couple basic unit tests using the code
provided.

1. Download and unzip the file cf_u03d1_Unit_Testing.ZIP.
2. Open the TemperatureConversion solution in Visual Studio. You should see 2 projects in this solution:

TemperatureConverter and TemperatureConverterTest. In the TemperatureConversion project, you will see
that the code in the methods in the TemperatureConverter class is commented out. Leave the code
commented out to start with.

3. Study the code for the unit tests in the TemperatureConversionTest project. Note what the code in the tests
does and pay attention to the annotations (in square brackets) that decorate each method. Run the unit
tests in the test project. You should see that all tests have failed.

4. Uncomment the code for each method in the TemperatureConversion class one at a time. Rerun the test
project to confirm that each method works as anticipated.

Based on this brief experience with unit tests, discuss what you see as the key points for setting up and using
unit tests in Visual Studio. One of the key principles of test-driven development is that you should write the tests
before writing the code. What advantages or disadvantages do you see with this approach?

Response Guidelines

Make a substantive response to at least one of your classmates' posts by Sunday evening. Be sure to provide
specific feedback, suggestions, or ask relevant questions.

Course Resources

cf_u03a1_Unit_Testing.ZIP

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

cf_u03d1_Unit_Testing.ZIP
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Unit 4   Desktop Applications Using Windows Forms

u04s1 - Graphical User Interface Using Windows Forms

u03d1 - Learning Components

Describe methods in a C# class.
Explain how to use unit tests in Visual Studio.
Identify unit test results.
Describe debugging tools in Visual Studio.
Explain the debugging process.

Introduction

Windows Forms (also called WinForms) is an established framework and library for creating graphical user
interfaces for Windows desktop applications. There is an extensive toolbox of controls for Windows Forms
application. Applications using Windows Forms are event driven, so you will learn to write C# code for handling
events, such as item selections and button clicks, that drive a desktop GUI application.

Learning Activities

Readings

In Visual C#: How to Program read the following:

Chapter 14, "Graphical User Interfaces with Windows Forms: Part 1," pages 545–591.
Chapter 15, "Graphical User Interfaces with Windows Forms: Part 2," pages 598–660.

Optional Resources

Use the Internet to read:

Microsoft (2015). Create a Windows Forms Application project. Retrieved from
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd492132.aspx.

Provides a walk-through of creating a Windows Forms application in Visual Studio.

For more information, complete the following optional tutorial:

Skillsoft. (n.d.). Defensive Coding for C# [Tutorial].
The following section of the course are relevant:

Working with User Input (21 minutes).

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd492132.aspx
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=sd_dpcs_a02_it_enus
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u04a1 - Graphical User Interface Using Windows Forms

u04s1 - Learning Components

Describe the functionality of a Windows Forms Button control.
Describe well-formed and properly structured syntax in a C# console program.
Explain reusable class libraries.
Explain how to write an event handler for a Button control.
Describe the functionality of a Windows Forms ComboBox control
Explain how to write an event handler for a selection in ComboBox.

Assignment Overview

Users expect normally expect to use an application via a graphical user interface rather than in a terminal
window. This assignment builds on the code from Unit 2 by having you convert the Course class to a class library
that will be reused in this and upcoming assignments. The program for this assignment moves from a console-
based application to a Windows Forms application. A Windows Forms application provides a graphical user
interface (GUI) in a form that you are familiar with from the most common Windows applications.

Assignment Instructions

1. Download the file cf_u04a1_Registration_WinForm.ZIP from the Resources. Unzip this file and open the
solution it contains in Visual Studio. You may wish to delete or rename the original ZIP file to avoid
confusion with the ZIP file holding your completed work.

2. Start by adding a class library called Course to the downloaded solution as a new project. You will end up with
two projects in this Visual Studio solution.

3. In the Solution Explorer, find the file Class1.cs in the Course project and right click on it. Select Rename and
change the file name to Course.cs. When prompted, have Visual Studio update the names in the project.

4. Copy the source code for the Course class from the Unit 2 assignment to the Course.cs file.
5. In the Windows Forms project, right click on the References node and select Add Reference... and check the

box for Course.
6. Study the code provided in the Windows Forms project to understand what it does and how it works. Pay

particular attention to the comments in the source code. As you write code in the steps below, be sure to
document it appropriately with comments.

7. Complete the code for the event handler method for the ComboBox so that it handles the selection of course
in the ComboBox by validating the selection and adding the course number to the list of registered courses
in the ListBox.

8. Complete the code for the button's event handler method so that when the user clicks the button to submit the
completed registration, the program writes the list of registered courses to the output file.

9. Zip the modified Visual Studio solution and submit it as an attachment for this assignment.

Assignment Requirements
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u04d1 - Getting Started with Windows Forms

Be sure that your program:

Is a syntactically correct, well documented C# console application that compiles and runs without warnings
or errors.
Includes the Course class as a reusable library class.
Implements the event handler method for item selection in the ComboBox control correctly.
Implements the event handler method for the submit button correctly.
Writes valid registrations to the registered.courses.txt file with appropriate exception handling.

Course Resources

This unit introduces the creation of programs with a graphical user interface (GUI) using Windows Forms. For
this discussion, you will be finishing the code for a simple Windows Forms application.

1. Download the file cf_u04d1_WinForm.ZIP from the Resources.
2. Unzip the ZIP file and open the u04d1_WinForm solution in Visual Studio.
3. The GUI already contains a field for the user to enter his or her name and a button labelled "Say Hello" that will

cause the program to display a greeting when pressed. You should add a label control to display the text of
the greeting.

4. Write the code for the button's click event handler so that it reads the name entered by the user and then
displays a greeting, like "Hello, <NAME>!" in the label control that you added to the form.

In the discussion forum, explain your approach to completing this basic Windows Forms application and your
reasoning behind the steps you took. What do you see as the key differences in the structure of the code for a
Windows Forms application versus a console application?

Response Guidelines

Make a substantive response to at least one of your classmates' posts by Sunday evening. Be sure to provide
specific feedback, suggestions, or ask relevant questions.

Course Resources

cf_u04a1_Registration_WinForm.ZIP

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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Unit 5   Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)

u05s1 - Graphical User Interface Using Windows Presentation Foundation

u04d1 - Learning Components

Describe the functionality of a Windows Forms Button control.
Explain how to write an event handler for a Button control.

Introduction

Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) is another Windows framework and associated libraries for creating
graphical user interfaces (GUI) for Windows desktop application. WPF is intended as a successor to Windows
Forms. WPF user interfaces are defined using an XML-based language called Extensible Application Markup
Language (XAML). Like WinForms, WPF provides an event driven interface, so the C# programming for a WPF
application involves writing event handlers that share many similarities with WinForms event handers.

The assignment in this unit will have you create a WPF version of the registration application.

Learning Activities

Readings

From the Companion Web Site to Visual C#: How to program, read the following Web Chapter:

Chapter 25, "GUI with Windows Presentation Foundation," pages 25_2–25_53.
If you need help accessing the Web Chapter, refer back to the instructions in u01s1.

SkillSoft EBook:

Nagel, C., Glynn, J., & Skinner, M. (2014). Professional C# 5.0 and .NET 4.5.1. Indianapolis, IN: John
Wiley & Sons.

Chapter 29, "Core XAML." pages 847–864.
Provides an overview of the XAML markup language used for defining WPF pages.

Multimedia

You may view the following walkthrough to help you understand the process for installing your software: 

Installing Microsoft SQL Server 2017 Walkthrough.

cf_u04d1_WinForm.ZIP

https://media.pearsoncmg.com/ph/esm/ecs_deitel_viscshp_6/cw/login/sign-in.php?dest=https://media.pearsoncmg.com/ph/esm/ecs_deitel_viscshp_6/cw/index.php
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_book:62585
http://media.capella.edu/CourseMedia/it4747element19264/wrapper.asp
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u05a1 - Graphical User Interface Using Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)

u05s1 - Learning Components

Explain how to create a WPF GUI using XAML.
Explain how to integrate a reusable library class effectively in a program.
Identify a correctly designed WPF GUI.
Explain how to write C# code to handle WPF GUI control events.

Assignment Overview

In this assignment, you will again use the Course library class that you created as part of the Unit 4 assignment.
Rather than a Windows Forms application, though, you will create a Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)
application that is a more up-to-date graphical user interface for the application.

Assignment Instructions

1. In Visual Studio, start a new C# WPF blank application following the instructions in the
cf_u05a1_Starting_WPF_Project.PDF file.

2. In the project's references, add a reference for the Course library class.
3. In the designer for the MainPage.xaml form, add a ComboBox control to list the available courses for

registration. Add a button to complete the registration for the selected course. Add a ListView control that
will display the list of registered courses. You should also add a label to display the validation results
(registration success or failure based on the results of the registration validation rules).

4. Write the code for the event handler for the button so that the program enforces the validation rules and
updates the screen to reflect the results of the registration attempt. Be sure to document the code that you
write with comments that explain what it does and how it works. Make sure the source code is consistently
well formatted for readability.

5. Zip the completed solution and submit the ZIP file for the assignment.

Assignment Requirements

Be sure to do the following:

Write a syntactically correct C# WPF program that compiles and runs without warnings or errors.
Use the previously designed Course class library in your WPF application.
Design the WPF user interface so it uses appropriate controls for listing available and registered courses
and providing responses to user selections.
Implement event handlers for user-interface controls.

Course Resources
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u05d1 - Getting Started with Windows Presentation Foundation

In this unit, you are converting your Windows Forms application from Unit 4 to a Window Presentation
Foundation application. For this discussion, you will be finishing the code for a simple Windows Presentation
Foundation application (corresponding in functionality to the simple Windows Forms application for u04d1).

1. Download the file cf_u05d1_WPF.ZIP from the Resources.
2. Unzip the ZIP file and open the u05d1_WPF solution in Visual Studio.
3. The GUI already contains a field for the user to enter his or her name and a button labelled "Say Hello" that will

cause the program to display a greeting when pressed. You should add a label control to display the text of
the greeting.

4. Write the code for the button's click event handler so that it reads the name entered by the user and then
displays a greeting, like "Hello, <NAME>!" in the label control that you added to the form.

In the discussion forum, explain your approach to completing this basic Windows Presentation Foundation
application and your reasoning behind the steps you took. What do you see as the key differences in the
structure of the code for a Windows Forms application versus a console application?

Response Guidelines

Make a substantive response to at least one of your classmates' posts by Sunday evening. Be sure to provide
specific feedback, suggestions, or ask relevant questions.

Course Resources

u05d1 - Learning Components

Explain how to create a WPF GUI using XAML.
Identify a correctly designed WPF GUI.
Explain how to write C# code to handle WPF GUI control events.

cf_u05a1_Starting_WPF_Project.PDF

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

cf_u05d1_WPF.ZIP
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u06s1 - Database Connectivity in C#

u06a1 - Database Connectivity Using ADO.NET

Unit 6   Database Connectivity Using ADO.NET

Introduction

In modern desktop, web, and mobile applications, databases such as SQL Server are widely used to store data.
In this unit, you will learn about using the .NET framework's ADO.NET framework and libraries to create a
connection between a Windows application and the backend database.

Learning Activities

Readings

In Visual C#: How to Program, read:

Chapter 22, "Databases and LINQ," pages 894–940.

Use the internet to read:

Microsoft (2017). Code access security and ADO.NET. Retrieved from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/dotnet/framework/data/adonet/code-access-security, pp. 1–5.

Skillsoft EBook:

The following readings will help you work with Microsoft SQL Server:

Dewson, R. (2015). Beginning SQL server for developers (4th ed.). New York, NY: Apress.
 Chapter 2, "SQL Server Management Studio," pp. 25–42.
Chapter 3, "Database Design and Creation," pp. 43–90.

u06s1 - Learning Components

Explain how to use ADO.NET to connect to a database.
Explain how to use parameters to provide safe database access.
Explain how to integrate a reusable library class effectively in a program.
Explain how to use connection strings to connect to a database.

Assignment Overview

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/framework/data/adonet/code-access-security
https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_book:78465
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u06d1 - The Process of Connecting to a Database Using ADO.NET

In the previous assignments, you have used simple text files for data about the courses available for registration
and for which the user is registered. In the real world, such data is kept in a database. For this assignment, you
will revise your registration application so that it uses a local SQL Server database.

Assignment Instructions

1. Confirm that SQL Server is running on your local computer by connecting to it using SQL Server Management
Studio.

2. Download the cf_u06a1_SQL_Schema.ZIP file and unzip it. Open the u06a1.sql file in SQL Server
Management Studio and run the file to create the database, tables, application user account, and load the
initial data.

3. Using your Visual Studio solution for U04a1 as a foundation, add the necessary data sources to the
application and revise the event handler code so that the program reads and writes data from the database
rather than using text files for the data.

Assignment Requirements

Be sure to do the following:

Write a syntactically correct C# console program that compiles and runs without warnings or errors.
Use the previously designed Course class library in your WPF application.
Complete the design of the user interface so it uses appropriate controls for listing available and
registered courses and providing responses to user selections.
Implement event handlers for user-interface controls.

Course Resources

For this discussion, you will gain hands-on experience with a relatively simple Windows Forms application that
connects to a database and retrieves data for display.

1. Make sure that SQL Server is running on your computer. The code in the Visual Studio solution provided will
create the table and data needed for this discussion.

2. Download the file cf_u06d1_States.ZIP and unzip it.
3. Open the u06d1_States solution in Visual Studio.

cf_u06a1_SQL_Schema.ZIP
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Unit 7   Database Connectivity Using .NET Entity Framework (EF)

u07s1 - .NET Entity Framework

4. Build and run the application in Visual Studio. Click the Populate Table button to have the application create
the database table and insert the data. After the table is created, this button will disappear and the
combobox will display a list of states and 2-letter postal abbreviations.

5. Study the code for the application to determine what the key components are for connecting to the database
and running a query.

In the discussion forum, identify and explain the key application using plain ADO.NET. What do you see as the
main challenges in designing an application that connects to a database? What ideas do you have for
addressing them?

Response Guidelines

Make a substantive response to at least one of your classmates' posts by Sunday evening. Be sure to provide
specific feedback, suggestions, or ask relevant questions.

Course Resources

u06d1 - Learning Components

Explain how to use ADO.NET to connect to a database.
Explain how to use connection strings to connect to a database.

Introduction

The .NET Entity Framework (EF) is a set of libraries and programming conventions that facilitate mapping of
data in C# (and other .NET) domain-specific objects to data stored in database tables. This approach to
working with data is what Microsoft recommends for database connectivity in new Windows applications.

Learning Activities

Readings

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

cf_u06d1_States.ZIP
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u07a1 - Database Connectivity Using Entity Framework

Skillsoft EBook:

Troelsen, A., & Japikse, P. (2017). Pro C# 7: With .NET and .NET Core. New York, NY: Apress.
Chapter 22, "Introducing Entity Framework 6," pp. 857–905.

Use the internet to read:

Microsoft (2017). Security considerations (Entity Framework). Retrieved from
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/framework/data/adonet/ef/security-considerations.

Provides an overview of security considerations when developing and deploying applications using
Entity Framework.

u07s1 - Learning Components

Identify a well-defined and properly structured C# class.
Describe well-formed and properly structured syntax in a C# console program.
Explain mapping of a database table to a C# class.
Explain how to add annotations to a C# class to use it with EF.

Assignment Overview

The previous unit covered using ADO.NET to access a local database server. Using ADO.NET, you wrote and
executed your own SQL statements to retrieve and update information. For this assignment, you will use
Microsoft's Entity Framework (EF) to provide the data access layer in your registration application. Entity
Framework is an object-relational mapper that uses the specific classes in your program to handle the retrieval
and updating of data.

Assignment Instructions

1. Starting with the code from u06a1, reuse the user interface code.
2. Using the code-first workflow, revise the code for the Course class so that it uses the .NET Entity Framework

to provide the data layer in the application.
3. Document the revisions to the code with comments.
4. Zip the completed Visual Studio solution and submit it as an attachment for this assignment.

Assignment Requirements

Be sure to do the following:

Write a syntactically correct C# console program that compiles and runs without warnings or errors.
Modify C# classes for domain-specific objects to work with Entity Framework to provide data access.

https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_book:137918
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/framework/data/adonet/ef/security-considerations
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u07d1 - Working with Entity Framework

Use the .NET Entity Framework (code-first workflow) to map classes in an application to database tables.

For this discussion, you will be taking a look at a simple application that uses Entity Framework (EF) to map
data in a SQL Server database to a simple C# class. When you build and run the application, it will create a
database table with list of state abbreviations. The program then reads this table to produce an appropriate
listing of the state abbreviations and names. The objective in this discussion is to study a simple example of how
EF works and compare it to what you have learned about database connectivity in C# using plain ADO.NET (as
in Unit 6).

1. Download the file cf_u07d1_WinForm.ZIP from the Resources.
2. Make sure that SQL Server is running on your computer.
3. Unzip the zip file and open the u07d1_WinForm solution in Visual Studio.
4. Build and run the application to create the table of state abbreviations in the database and list the data in the

application.
5. Study the C# code carefully to compare the design of an application using EF to the ADO.NET database

connectivity that you worked with in Unit 6.

In the discussion forum, explain the key differences that you see between an application using EF and an
application using plain ADO.NET. What potential advantages and disadvantages do you see in using EF?

Response Guidelines

Make a substantive response to at least one of your classmates' posts by Sunday evening. Be sure to provide
specific feedback, suggestions, or ask relevant questions.

Course Resources

u07d1 - Learning Components

Describe well-formed and properly structured syntax in a C# console program.
Explain mapping of a database table to a C# class.
Explain how to add annotations to a C# class to use it with EF.

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

cf_u07d1_WinForm.ZIP
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Unit 8   ASP.NET Web Application Development 1

u08s1 - ASP.NET Web Application Development 1

u08a1 - Web Applications Using ASP.NET

Introduction

ASP.NET is an established Microsoft .NET framework and associated libraries for building interactive web
applications. In this unit, you will learn how to use ASP.NET and C# to produce a web-based version of the
registration application.

Learning Activities

Readings

Skillsoft EBook:

Spaanjaars, I. (2014). Beginning ASP.NET 4.5.1: in C# and VB. Indianapolis, IN: John Wiley & Sons.
Chapter 4, "Working with ASP.NET Server Controls," pages 101–132.
Chapter 5, "Programming Your ASP.NET Web Pages," pages 135–176.

u08s1 - Learning Components

Explain how to create ASP.NET pages.
Explain how to use ASP.NET Web Forms controls with C#
Explain how to write C# code to handle events generated by an ASP.NET page.
Describe well-formed and properly structured syntax in a C# web application.
Describe how to connect to a database from an ASP.NET application in C#.

So far in this course, you have worked on console and Windows desktop application user interfaces. The next
step is to switch to an Internet application accessible by web browser. In this assignment you will create a web-
based version of the registration application using ASP.NET.

Assignment Instructions

https://capella.skillport.com/skillportfe/custom/login/saml/login.action?courseaction=launch&assetid=_ss_book:62582
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u08d1 - ASP.NET Web Forms Application

1. Start an ASP.NET Web Forms application in Visual Studio 2017 by following the steps in the document,
cf_Starting_ASP.NET_Web_Forms_Project.PDF.

2. Add the needed database connection to retrieve the list of courses and record user registrations.
3. Write the needed code for the event handlers to enforce the enrollment validation rules and update the

database table for the user's registration.

Be sure to do the following:

Convert the registration application's desktop user interface to an ASP.NET web application using Web
Forms.
Write the necessary C# code-behind event handlers to process requests through the web interface.
Connect to the database to read and write data.

Course Resources

For this discussion, you will gain hands-on experience with a relatively simple ASP.NET Web Forms application
that connects to a database and retrieves data for display.

1. Make sure that SQL Server is running on your computer. The code in the Visual Studio solution provided will
create the table and data needed for this discussion.

2. Download the file cf_u08d1_SQL.ZIP and unzip it. Run the enclosed SQL code to create the SQL Server
database table for this discussion.

3. Download the file cf_u08d1_States.ZIP and unzip it.
4. Open the u08d1_States solution in Visual Studio.
5. Build and run the application in Visual Studio. When you run the application, Visual Studio will launch a testing

web server, open a default browser window, and display the ASP.NET page with the list of states and postal
abbreviations.

6. Study the code for the application to determine what the key components are for connecting to the database
and running a query.

In the discussion forum, explain the key components in an ASP.NET application. How do these compare to the
main elements of the Windows desktop applications you have worked with in this course?

Response Guidelines

cf_u08a1_Starting_ASP.NET_Web_Forms_Project.PDF
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Unit 9   ASP.NET Web Application Development 2

u09s1 - ASP.NET Web Application Development 2

Make a substantive response to at least one of your classmates' posts by Sunday evening. Be sure to provide
specific feedback, suggestions, or ask relevant questions.

Course Resources

u08d1 - Learning Components

Explain how to create ASP.NET pages.
Explain how to use ASP.NET Web Forms controls with C#
Explain how to write C# code to handle events generated by an ASP.NET page.
Describe well-formed and properly structured syntax in a C# web application.
Describe how to connect to a database from an ASP.NET application in C#.

Introduction

ASP.NET provides logins to secure access to an application and control user access using roles. In this unit you
will continue the development of the ASP.NET registration application.

Learning Activities

Readings

From the Companion Web Site to Visual C#: How to program, read the following Web Chapter:

Chapter 29, "Web App Development with ASP.NET: A Deeper Look," pages 29-2–29-25.
If you need help accessing the Web Chapter, refer back to the instructions in u01s1.

Use the Internet to read:

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

cf_u08d1_SQL.ZIP

cf_u08d1_States.ZIP

https://media.pearsoncmg.com/ph/esm/ecs_deitel_viscshp_6/cw/login/sign-in.php?dest=https://media.pearsoncmg.com/ph/esm/ecs_deitel_viscshp_6/cw/index.php
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u09a1 - Securing an ASP.NET Web Application

Microsoft (n.d.). ASP.NET web application security. Retrieved from https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/330a99hc(v=vs.100).aspx
Microsoft (n.d.). Walkthrough: Managing web site users with roles. Retrieved from
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/t32yf0a9.aspx

u09s1 - Learning Components

Describe how to add user login to an ASP.NET application.
Describe how to add and configure ASP.NET components to handle user access based on roles.

Assignment Overview

In the Unit 8 assignment, you created a simple ASP.NET application that displays a list of available courses and
allows the user to register for courses. This assignment adds security to the application by adding logins and
roles to the application.

Assignment Instructions

Part 1 - Adding Logins to the Application

1. Using your ASP.NET application from u08a1, add logins for a user with the user name JSmith2 and the
password C@pellaIT4747. This login should be given the role learner. When this user logs in, he or she
should be taken to the page for course registration. This user should only be able to register for courses.

2. Add a login for a user with the user name TLee4 and the password C@pellaInstruct0r (with a zero before the
r). This login should be given the role administrator. When this user logs in, he or she should be taken to a
new page that allows the addition of a new course to the database.

Part 2 - Design Decisions

1. In the previous assignment and in this unit, you have created an ASP.NET web interface for the registration
application. Write a brief (3–4 page) paper that:

Discusses the design decisions that you have made in converting this application.
Explains key parts of the code that implement these decisions.

Assignment Requirements

Be sure that your ASP.NET application:

Includes the 2 logins specified and that these logins work with the passwords specified.
Assigns these 2 logins to the roles specified with the access levels specified.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/330a99hc(v=vs.100).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/t32yf0a9.aspx
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u09d1 - ASP.NET Application Design

Unit 10   Application Walk-Through and Design Review

The brief paper for Part 2 should:

Discuss key design decisions that you have made.
Explain how the code implements or supports these decisions.

The assignment for this unit has you continuing to develop the ASP.NET version of your registration application.
As you have worked on your application in Unit 8 and as you are adding on to the application in this unit, what
are the types of design decisions that you have made or are going to have to make? In making your post, think
about how you have set up the user interface, the database connectivity and security.

Response Guidelines

Make a substantive response to at least one of your classmates' posts by Sunday evening. Be sure to provide
specific feedback, suggestions, or ask relevant questions.

Course Resources

u09d1 - Learning Components

Explain key design decisions and describe relevant aspects of the code.
Explain how key sections of code support the design of an application.
Explain key design decisions for an application.

Introduction

Throughout this course, you have worked on a sequence of applications that started with a console application
and then moved on to versions of the desktop application with graphical user interfaces. After adding database
access, the application became a web application. In this final unit, you will conduct a walk-through of the final
version of the application. You will discuss the key aspects of the design and how the code supports these
features.

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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u10s1 - Preparing for the Walk-Through and Design Review

u10a1 - Code and Design Walk-Through

Learning Activities

Readings

Use the internet to read:

Berntson, C. (2017). Reduce bad code with code reviews.  Retrieved from
http://www.dotnetcurry.com/software-gardening/1351/types-of-code-review-benefits
Hameed, M. (2016). Code review checklist and guidelines for C# developers. Retrieved from
https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/593751/Code-Review-Checklist-and-Guidelines-for-Csharp-De

u10s1 - Learning Components

Identify key components in an application.
Explain how key sections of code support the design of an application.

Assignment Overview

As the final stage of the development of your registration application, you will use Kaltura to record a walk-
through of your registration application.

Assignment Instructions

In a 10-minute Kaltura recording, record the action on your screen and provide an audio narration of that action.
In the recording provide:

A walk-through of your application demonstrating the key points of its functionality.
A discussion of the user interface.
An overview of the data connectivity.
A review of the key parts of the code for the user interface, data handling, and the enforcement of the
business rules for the registration application.
C# and .NET constructs that support application security.

Be sure the presentation is organized, uses correct terminology, and uses a professional tone.

After you have completed and reviewed your presentation, submit the recording.

http://www.dotnetcurry.com/software-gardening/1351/types-of-code-review-benefits
https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/593751/Code-Review-Checklist-and-Guidelines-for-Csharp-De
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u10d1 - Preparing for the Application Walk-Through

Assignment Requirements

Your recorded presentation should:

Conduct a walk-through of the completed ASP.NET course registration application.
Explain the main features of the application and design decisions that lead to them.
Review the key sections of the code that support the design of the application.

Course Resources

In this final unit of the course, you will be conducting a walk-through and review of your code. This discussion is
preparation for that presentation.

Post an outline for your presentation. Be sure to touch on the following points, which are required for the
assignment:

A discussion of the design of the user interface.
An overview of the data connectivity.
Key aspects of the application that support the business rules for the registration application.
Programming practices that support application security.

Response Guidelines

Make a substantive response to at least one of your classmates' posts by Sunday evening. Be sure to provide
specific feedback, suggestions, or ask relevant questions.

Course Resources

Kaltura Media - Optional Webcam
1. External or built-in webcam

Kaltura Media - Required Headset
1. Headset with microphone

Using Kaltura [PDF]

Undergraduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

http://campustools.capella.edu/redirect.aspx?linkid=3461



